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ABSTRACT

Multi Purpose Reactor G.A. Siwabessy (RSG-GAS) reactor core possesses 4
fission-chamber detectors to measure intermediate power level of RSG-GAS rector.
Another detector, also fission-chamber detector, is intended to measure power level of
RSG-GAS reactor. To investigate influence of space to the neutron flux values for each
detector measuring intermediate and power levels has been carried out. The calculation
was carried out using combination ofWIMS/D4 and CITATION-3D code and focused
on calculation of neutron flux at different detector location of RSG-GAS typical
working core for various scenarios. For different scenarios, all calculation results
showed that each detector, located at different location in the RSG-GAS reactor core,
causes different neutron flux occurred in the reactor core due to spatial time effect.

Keywords: Neutron flux, spatial effect, RSG-GAS reactor.

1. INTRODUCTION

One of the safety requirements to be fulfilled by the operator of a nuclear reactor

and outlined by the Licensing Authority is to do experiments at the beginning of life of

the reactor. The requirement deals with carrying out experiments to measure safety

parameters in the reactor core. The procedures of those are clearly stated in the IAEA

Safety Series No. 35-GI[11 and these experiments are very important not only for

operators of the reactor but also for users of the reactor. The experiments are also

needed to anticipate the setting up of the following core.

The Indonesian multipurpose reactor G.A. Siwabessy (RSG-GAS) is recognized

as the first research reactor in the world directly operated with low enriched uranium

(LEU) fuel in the form of dispersion U30g-AI [21. The reactor core configuration, which

consists of ~fuel and control assemblies, water moderator, flux trap, absorber material

and beryllium reflector, generates neutron for specific characteristics of the reactor core.

Related to reactor safety, the availability of absorber in a nuclear reactor core is

mainly to decay the neutron production in the core. Each control element has reactivity

worth, indicating the strength of the control element to absorb the neutron. The balance
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of excess reactivity worth of the reactor core and reactivity worths of the control

elements should be estimated in such a way that the reactor will then be able to be

operated safely.

Most control rods contain materials which strongly absorb neutrons, so that

insertion of a control rod produces significant flux changes throughout the reactor.

These flux changes in turn alter the worths of other control rod present, so that the total

worth of a collective control rods may differ significantly from the sum of the

individual worths [31. This difference is depicted as arising from interaction effects

among the control rods, and determination of the magnitude of these interaction effects

is essential to the proper control and safety of the reactor.

For easy understanding, control rod interaction between two rods will be

explained. The interaction of those two rods can be either shadowing effect or anti

shadowing effect. The former effect means the existence of two one control rod reduce

the reactivity worth of another control rod. Thus, the flux depression in the

neighborhood of a rod is enhanced by the presence of nearby rods. The latter effect is

that the existence of one control rod increases the reactivity worth of another control

rod. This is due to the flux depression in the vicinity of each rod is countered partially

by the rise in the flux outside the region of the influence of other rods.

In experiment point of view, once a compensation method applied, the accuracy

the measured .reactivity worth of a control rod depends on the kinetic model used. In

one hand, a detector located in a certain position in the reactor core results in the

measured reactivity worth of the control rod. On the other hand, another detector

located in different position in the core results in different reactivity worth of the same

control rod. This is due to point kinetic phenomena occurred in the reactor core and

each detector measures the worth value depending on material surrounding it. Indeed,

spatial-time effect, usually called shadowing or anti-shadowing effect, influences the

results of measurement from each detector.
To the aim mentioned earlier, a combination of WIMS/D4 [4] and CITATION-

3D [5] was applied to determine the neutron flux for different configuration and

condition respectively. The calculation was focused on scenarios, such as, thermal

neutron flux calculation at intermediate and long power detectors at various insertion of

RSG-GAS control rods.

The structure of this paper is as follows. While the next section discusses the

theoretical background of the paper, the third section describes method of analysis to
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estimate reactivity worth of a hypothetical MTR reactor core as well as that of it's

control rods. The results and discussion of the paper will be discussed in the fourth

section. Finally, the last section gives the concluding remarks of the present work.

2. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

a. Transport theory

As everybody aware of, there is a very complex process occurred in a reactor

nuclear both for a research reactor and a power reactor. This process involves

interaction between neutron generated and supported materials in the reactor core. One

of supported materials considered to be very important is a reactor absorber of a control

rod. Every control rod of the reactor has a reactivity worth meaning a strength of the rod

to absorb neutron generated in the reactor core. To estimate reactivity worth of a control

rod, a simple or a sophisticated computer can be applied. To begin with estimating the

reactivity worth of a control rod, a transport theory, its approximations as well as other

methods will be discussed. For this matter, we are commencing with the integral

differential transport equation, called the transport or Boltzmann equation (61, mentioned

below.

(1

Initial Condition at FO, q>(r,E,Q) = q>o(r,E,Q)

Boundary Condition cp(r.,E,Q} = 0, ifO. e. < 0, all r. on S.

where,

<p(r, .o.,E) number of neutrons at the point r with the energies E=

First term ofRHS =

Second Term of RHS =

and flight direction around n

leakage out the volume element

loss due to absorption and scattering into

other directions

Third term ofRHS = gain due to in-scattering of neutrons from other

directions and energy intervals
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Fourth term ofRHS = productions of neutrons by sources of volume element

From the above equation, it can be derived other equations depending on our

problems of interest. There are a lot of solutions related to Eq. (1) and one of them is a

spatial-time-dependent group diffusion approximation which will be elaborated in the

next sub-section.

,G., g=

The quantity Dg is the diffusion coefficient in-group g, while }::,ag, }::,.g, and }::,!

represent the macroscopic absorption, scattering removal, and fission cross sections,

respectively, in-group g, The probability per unit time per unit neutron flux that a

neutron in-group g' is scattering into group g is denoted by ~ag'/g, The quantity v'is

the average number of neutrons produced in a fission induced by a neutron in-group g ~

and ~ is the average speed of neutrons in-group g. The neutron flux in-group g is

denoted by ~, and ~ is the external source of neutrons in-group g, The quantity Cm

represents the concentration of delayed neutron precursors of type m, with decay

constant Am and delayed neutron fraction Pm (p. ~I*n). The fraction of neutrons
m=\

produced directly by fission and by precursor decay that have energy within group g

are denoted xPg and Xmg, respectively. To estimate reactivity worth of a control rod,

eigen value in Eq. (2) can be numerically calculated by applying boundary condition

occurred in a model. For this, the model of RSG-GAS reactor core has been applied.

The accuracy of calculation of control rod reactivity worth really depends on the
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b. Spatial-time-dependent group diffusion equations

Although a rigorous description of nuclear reactor kinetics would invoke energy

dependent neutron transport theory, it is unlikely that problems in reactor kinetics will,

in the foreseeable future, receive a more rigorous treatment than that represented by the

group-diffiIsion approximation which is widely used in reactor statics. The time-

dependent group-diffusion equations, expanded from Eq. (1), describe the average

reaction rate over an interval of energy referred to as a group in terms of neutron-

diffusion theory, and have the generic form :

VDg (r,t) Vf (r,t) -(Lag (r,t) + L.g (r,t»f (r,t)
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interaction among all materials available in the reactor core. The more materials are

available in the reactor core, the more complex phenomena occur in it.

3. METHOD OF ANALYSIS

a. Verification of codes applied

To analyze reactor physics phenomena occurred in a reactor nuclear, a lot of

computer codes very feasible and reliable can be applied. Therefore, selection of

computer codes is one of the important requirements to be soon carried out. The

application of computer codes, WIMS/D4 and CITATION, has been validated using an

IABA benchmark reactor having power of 10 MW thermal [7J. To validate the

application of the two codes, it was simulated a simultaneous withdrawal of all control

rods in the reactor core from 0 cm to 60 cm From results and discussion, it is evident

that the effective multiplication factors (keff,) achieved by using the CITATION agree

very well with the ANL's and BATAN-3DIFF codes within maximum 0.20 % in the

both code ratio. In addition, the reactivity S-shaped curves for all codes applied surely

have the same shape and those maximum differences are 7.4%. Indeed, the combination

of WIMS/D4 and CITATION code establishing the dirty blackness coefficient can give

the effective multiplication factors or the values of the core reactivity with high

accuracy.

b. Method of Analysis

As depicted in Figure I, 4 detectors classified as power-channel-level detectors

(JKT 03 CX8II, CX 821, CX 831 and CX 841) are available in RSG-GAS reactor core,

and only one detector is classified as long-range power level detector (JKT 04 DXOOI).

Those five detectors are then respectively named as JKT 03-0 I, JKT 03-02, JKT 03-03,

JKT 03-04 and JKT 04-01. Since all analysis are focused on calculation of neutron flux

in RSG-GAS reactor core at various RSG-GAS control rod insertion, each RSG-GAS

control rod is defined as followings (see Figure I) :

a. control rod located in grid C8 is named as CE-I or C8,
b. control rod located in grid F5 is named as CE-2 or F5,
c. control rod located in grid F8 is named as CE-3 or F8,
d. control rod located in grid C5 is named as CE-4 or C5,
e. control rod located in grid D4 is named as CE-5 or D4,
f. control rod located in grid E9 is named as CE-6 or E9,
g. control rod located in grid G6 is named as CE- 7 or G6 and
h. control rod located in grid 87 is named as CE-8 or 87.
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To estimate reactivity worth of RSG-GAS reactor core, WIMS/D4 to estimate

diffusion parameters was applied. Then, CITATION-3D was used to determine the
neutron flux of RSG-GAS reactor core. Theses scenarios have been made as follows:
a. Total neutron flux at detector JKT 04-01 for various insertion of each control rod

b. Thermal neutron flux response at detectors while variation of RSG-GAS rod

insertion
c. Thermal neutron flux accepted by detectors while 7 control rods fully-up and 1 rod

fully-down
d. Thermal neutron flux accepted by detectors while 6 control rods fully-up and 2 rods

fully-down
e. Thermal neutron flux at detectors while all RSG-GAS rods simultaneously inserted.

Each calculation result for each scenario is described in the following section.

BERYLLIUM BLOCK REFLECTOR

Figure 1. Core-reflector configuration of RSG GAS with bum-up class (for typical
working core, TWC) in the second rows (FE: fuel element, CE: control
element, BE: Be reflector element, BS+: Be reflector element with plug, IP:
irradiation position, CIP: central irradiation position, PNRS: pneumatic
rabbit system, HYRS: hydraulic rabbit system).
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4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

a. Total neutron flux at detector JKT -04 for various insertion of each control rod.

For this case, it was simulated while 7 control rods in fully-up condition, one

selected control inserted starting from 0 cm to 60 cm insertion and, from Table 1, it can

be seen total of calculated neutron flux achieved by using CITATIQN-3D and

WIMS/D4 codes. Furthermore, it can be seen that neutron flux total in the 60 cm

insertion is the highest one due to beryllium reflection in the reactor core.

Table 1 Total neutron flux at detector JKT 04 for each RSG-GAS rod insertion

!~j~~~1~(:J

~::11[:

37.769 137.771137.771 37.771 137.771' 37.771 37.771
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Figure 3. Flux at detector JKT 04 for each rod insertion in RSG-GAS core
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b. 

Neutron flux response of detectors while variation of RSG-GAS rod insertion

For this analysis, it was simulated variation of each control rod inserted into

RSG-GAS reactor core. Analysis of neutron flux response started from all control rods

fully withdrawal. After then, one rod to another rod will be subsequently inserted into

the reactor core. For the last case, all control rods will be finally fully down. All

calculated neutron flux accepted by each detector is tabulated in Table 2 and isperformed 

in Figure 4. From the table, it can be seen that each detector has differentresponse 

to calculated thermal neutron flux in the RSG-GAS reactor core. This

condition occured is due to different position of each detector in the RSG-GAS reactorcore. 

Indeed, spatial effect influences calculated neutron flux occurred in the RSG-GAS

~xIO.. 

n/cm2sec)

~!~¥~)~~~~t~~~~~~:~r;~~~~~~~j~j~j1

c" Irll~

IIIII:98:

JKT 1.37 1.12~~

2.14
~

1.02
6.809.21

1.60
2.76

1.19

3.20
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c. Calculated neutron flux accepted by detectors while 7 control rods fully-up and

1 rod fully down

For this scenario, it has been simulated while one selected rod totally inserted,

other 7 control rods are fully up. For this case, it has been successfully tabulated

calculated neutron flux resulted from each detector, namely, JKT 03-01,03-02,03-03,

03-04 and JKT 04-01. While Table 3 summarizes neutron flux resulted from each

detector, Figure 5 perfonns neutron flux accepted by each detector when each control

subsequently down. From the Table and Figure, it is clear that neutron flux resulted

from each detector and each rod is different due to the different position of detector in

the RSG-GAS reactor core.

Table 3. Thermal flux at detectors while one rod down in the RSG-GAS reactor core

:fj~~j

~~:::;: 

1~~J ~~~~~~~~:~:~~;tf,i~~l~xc,
C;:;:;:;::;;:,;:;;:;:,;;:;:::;::,;,
,;:;';:;:;:;:;:i;:;:;:::;:;:::;;:,;;:,:;:,:i"

JKTO3-01

JKTO3-02
JKTO3-03
JKTO3-04
JKTO4-01

2.46
13.57
2.79
5.17
5.50

2.04
15.42
3.06
4.96
5.98

1.93
17.10
3.16
4.70
6.15

2.27
18.20
3.05
3.83
5.88

2.58
13.99
2.51
5.09
5.00

1

.72 16.80
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17.90,!
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Figure 5. Thermal flux in detectors while one rod down
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d. Calculated neutron flux accepted by detectors while 6 rods fully-up and two
rods fully-down

Now, in the case of 6 control rods fully up and 2 control rods down, it is needed

to know that as described in the previous section, there are nine detectors in RSG-GAS

reactor core and 4 of them are start-up and intermediate power channel detectors. ,.The

other 5 detectors are consisted of four power channel detectors respectively named as

JKT 03 CX811 (JKT 03-01), JKT 03 CX821 (JKT03-02), JKT 03 CX831 (JKT 03-03)

and JKT 03 CX841 (JKT 03-04). The other one detector described as a long-range

power channel detector is named as JKT 04 DXOOI (JKT 04).

For this scenario, it was simulated while 6 control rods fully-up, 2 control rods

are fully-down in the RSG-GAS reactor core. Neutron generated in the reactor core was

divided into four-energy groups, nanlely epithermal to thermal energy group. While

Tables 4 and 5 show thermal neutron flux accepted by JKT 03-01,03-02,03-03,03-04

and JKT 04 respectively, Figures 6 and 7 perform the curve of neutron flux response

obtained by each detector early mentioned. From all results, it is eveident that even the

condition of the reactor core is steady, for each condition, each detector has resulted

different thermal neutron flux due to different position of the detector in the core or

spatial effect occurred in the reactor core.

Table 4. Thermal flux versus two rods down (. .XlOlO n/cm2sec)

-~~~~:~:~~i~(

~~~~

JKT 03-01
JKT 03-02
JKT 03-03
JKT 03-04
JKT 04-01

2.30
18.30
2.69
5.12
5.19

2.66
16.20
3.08
4.32
5.96

2.54
16.2
2.87
4.39
5.65

2.38
17.50
2.83
4.90
5.35
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Figure 6. Thermal neutron flux versus two rods down

Table 5. Thermal neutron flux in detectors while two rods down (. .XIO1O n/cm2sec)
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Figure 7. Thermal neutron flux at detectors versus two rods down
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e. Neutron flux at detectors while all RSG-GAS rods simultaneously inserted

For the last case, it was simulated neutron flux at detectors while all RSG-GAS

control rods are simultaneously inserted, starting from 0 cm to 60 cm from the top of the

RSG-GAS reactor core. The calculation result is summarized in Table 6 and the

performance of neutron flux occurred in the five detectors is shown in Figure 8. From

the Table and Figure, it is eveident that even the condition of the reactor core is steady,

for each condition, each detector has resulted different thermal neutron flux due to

different position of the detector in the core or spatial effect occurred in the reactor core.

JKT03-02

'igure 

8. Thermal flux in detectors while all rod insertion
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From all calculation results previously discussed in detail, it can be summarized

and concluded that interaction among control rods takes place in every reactor nuclear.

Furthermore, the position of the detectors really influences the response of the detector

itself, especially, in determining neutron flux in RSG-GAS reactor core. From all

results, it can be concluded that spatial effect influences the magnitude of neutron flux

ina reactor core, especially in RSG-GAS reactor core.

5. CONCLUSIONS
The combination of CITATION-3D and WIMS/D4 to estimate reactivity worth

of RSG-GAS reactor core as well as thermal neutron flux accepted by RSG-GAS

neutron detectors (JKTO3-01,O3-02,O3-03,O3-04 and JKTO4-01) has been applied.

To estimate neutron flux accepted by detectors previously mentioned, scenarios,

such as, various insertion of each RSG-GAS control rod, variation ofRSG-GAS control

rod insertion, 7 RSG-GAS control rods fully-up and 1 rod fully-down, 6 RSG-GAS

control rods fully-up and 2 RSG-GAS control rods fully-down and simultaneous RSG-

GAS control rods insertion, have been developed.

From each calculation result described in section 4, neutron flux accepted by one

detector and for each scenario showed different to other's due to different location of

each detector in the RSG-GAS reactor core. Indeed, spatial effects influence the

reactivity worth of the reactor core, especially for neutron flux, due to the different

position of each detector in the RSG-GAS reactor core.
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DISKUSI:

PERTANYAAN I: (Suharyanta -BAPETEN)

Analisis yang dilakukan dengan mensimulasi variasi posisi batang kendali (up-down)

bergantian.

Apakah hasil simulasi dan perhitungan ini akan diterapkan di reaktor RSG-

GAS dan bagaimana faktor keselamatannya ?

Pembandingan ANL & BAT AN 3-DIFF, apakah dengan input data: neutron

cross-section yang sarna?

JAWABAN I: (Taswando Taryo)

1.

Sirnulasi yang dilakukan belurn disesuaikan dengan keadaan operasional

yang ada.

2.

Perhitungan dilakukan dengan cross-section yang sarna, tetapi tool (kode)

yang berbeda. Berbeda dalam arti cara pendekatan perhitungan difiisi

neutron yang berbeda (tidak sarna).

PERTANY AAN II: (Tukiran -P2TRR Batan)

Dalam abstrak dikatakan RSG-GAS mempunyai 4 FC, setahu sara 2 daTi yang

digunakan untuk Start Up ? Mohon penjelasannya. !

JAW ABAN II: (Faswando Taryo)

Betul.
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